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Exceptional project management helps meet tight 
deadline with time to spare

Avant Homes has established itself as one of the UK’s fastest growing house builders.  
Operating nationwide, the business is based across 5 regional offices with over 700 
employees.

Anticipating significant growth over the next five years, Avant Homes was keen to 
implement an all-cloud strategy for a new compute and storage infrastructure 
capable of supporting it for the long term.  They approached Highlander for 
assistance.

Company overview

A hugely ambitious organisation, Avant Homes (Avant) has grown to become one of 
the established names in house building across the UK, with a particular focus on 
harnessing the latest innovations to provide exceptional modern homes for buyers.

The challenge

A company very much on the up, Avant was already recognised as one of the 
emerging names within the house building arena.  However, with the business 
striving for continuous improvement, it had made ambitious plans for the next five 
years. 

As such, it needed a core infrastructure that was capable of not only supporting all 
that was required today, but also able to suitably scale up to meet the needs of 
tomorrow.  ‘’We are a dynamic company’’ commented Richard Austin, Group 
Business Systems Infrastructure Manager.  ‘’The housing market is very unpredictable, 
so we needed a data centre infrastructure with the ability to scale both up and down 
as and when required’’.

Currently operating with an on-premises environment, albeit in a third-party data 
centre, the business was keen to explore the option of a complete migration to the 
public cloud, eager to capitalise on the competitive commercials, welcomed flexibility 
and elastic capacity this could deliver.  ’’Cloud is no longer a buzzword; it is a genuinely 
viable alternative to traditional infrastructure deployment’’ Richard explains.

Industry

Construction

Key challenges

• On-premises infrastructure offered   
 limited flexibility to support a growing  
 business 
• Desire to move ahead of hosting  
 renewal for existing environment 

Solution

• Implementation of   
 Infrastructure-as-a-Service using   
 Microsoft Azure 
• Phased approach to move services  
 to the cloud
• Strong project management to ensure  
 seamless migration

Business benefits

• Cloud commercials deliver significant  
 cost savings 
• Reduced admin burden creating more  
 time to add value
• Implementation of a genuine Disaster  
 Recovery strategy

Successful cloud migration  
helps Avant Homes build  
for brighter future
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However, with the renewal deadline for their hosting provider fast approaching, 
Avant was in need of an efficient and cost-effective pathway to migrate these 
systems to their preferred cloud; Microsoft Azure.  Initial enquiries with a variety of 
providers had not revealed a viable solution achievable in the timeframe.  ‘’We had 
approached our existing supplier as well as a handful of alternatives, but they simply 
weren’t able to offer what we were looking for’’ Richard remarked, adding ‘’the 
timescales we were quoted were ridiculous and would have meant our hosting 
renewal tripped over, compromising the commercial viability of the whole project’’.
In need of a solution, Avant approached Highlander, who in turn provided an initial 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service proposal that satisfied the business’ needs in terms of 
both cost and timescale.

The solution

With time very much of the essence, Highlander set about creating an initial proposal 
that would ensure a smooth migration to the cloud with minimal disruption.  
Following a cloud-ready assessment, it was agreed that Microsoft Azure would be the 
most favourable solution, and a migration strategy was devised that would deliver 
the project as part of a phased approach, built on a 3-step methodology; initial 
set-up, building of the environment and migration of existing file data.

Operating on legacy hardware that was already showing signs of underperformance, 
migration of the email servers was quickly earmarked as an important initial step.  
‘’Our email servers were old and were frequently encountering problems’’ 
commented Richard.  ‘’It made absolute sense to move these servers first as they 
were the most critical and most likely to cause us issue’’.

Ahead of the migration, Highlander configured the new infrastructure using 
Office365 and Azure ready to recommence email services from the cloud.  The 
switchover was completely seamless and took place without disruption, so much so 
that many of the Avant team were unaware that a change had even occurred.  ‘’The 
email transfer was the smoothest of all, people barely even noticed’’ Richard 
remarked, joking ‘’we were going around the office bragging about the achievement 
to our colleagues, only to discover that the hard work had gone unnoticed!’’.

Migration of email complete, attentions turned to the rest of Avant’s estate, and the 
transfer of applications and data from their hosted on-premises environment.  This 
task was complicated by large amounts of both duplicated and out-dated file data 
bloating the infrastructure.  Data analysis showed that of the existing 8TB of data, the 
vast majority had not been accessed for over 6 months, while up to 2TB of data was 
duplicate.  As such, the file server was rebuilt, vastly reducing its size to ensure a 
more efficient transfer to Azure.  However, despite the reduction, data transfer was 
still hampered by slow connectivity between the data centre and Azure, which was 
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infrastructure deployment.
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eating up precious time.  To combat this, Highlander made arrangements to 
temporarily upgrade the capacity of the network link to accelerate the transfer.

The project was completed with time to spare, thanks in the main to a combination 
of Highlander’s own technical expertise and the diligence of Highlander’s project 
management, both of which left a lasting impression on Avant.  ‘’The project 
management skill was the standout of the whole project’’ commented Richard, 
adding ‘’the technicians were also extremely good, but the orchestration of such a 
complicated project was a breath of fresh air’’.  Following successful completion, 
Highlander has been selected as Avant’s new IT partner.  ‘’We are an enterprise level 
company, so the process needed to be done properly. Highlander put others to 
shame’’.

Business results and benefits

No more capital outlays

With an all-cloud strategy, Avant now benefits from the rewards of a consumption-
based infrastructure that allows them to scale-up as required without any capital 
expenditure.  ‘’Purchasing hardware for our previous infrastructure required a 
significant outlay’’ remarked Richard.  ‘’Now there has been a massive cost saving.  
What we paid out to host our previous environment is similar to what we now pay for 
Azure, but there are now no additional hardware or maintenance costs’’.

Ease of management 

Free from the admin burden of on-premises infrastructure management, Richard 
and his team are now able to spend more time working on projects of greater value 
for the business.  They can also manage their infrastructure from wherever they are 
thanks to the Azure app, which shows real-time information on infrastructure 
performance and enables them to make changes on the fly.

Valuable knowledge transfer

Already established as a modern and technology focused organisation, Avant has 
benefitted from the expert knowledge Highlander has brought to the table and 
which has been shared through the course of the project.  ‘’We knew exactly what we 
wanted’’ commented Richard, adding ‘’but Highlander provided expertise and 
knowledge that we didn’t have.  My team were involved every step of the way and 
learned greatly alongside the Highlander technicians assigned to work with us’’.
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No need to panic

Thanks to the creation of a new Azure environment, Avant now benefits from a 
genuine Disaster Recovery strategy with its own dedicated environment and the 
option to build high availability data sets.  The data stored within the cloud is held 
within six different locations at any one time, with virtual machines backed up every 
evening.

Working with Highlander

Specialist solutions
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Email us at hello@highlanderuk.com or call us today on +44(0)114 292 3800. Visit www.highlanderuk.com
Highlander Computing Solutions, Systems House, Shepcote Office Village, 333 Shepcote Lane, Sheffield, S9 1TG
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Highlander built great personal relationships and it felt like they were part 
of an extended Avant team, not a group of outsiders.  If you’re looking for a 
company to move you forward and you don’t have your own permanent 
resource, you can’t go wrong with Highlander.’’  Richard Austin, Group 
Business Systems Infrastructure Manager.


